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Dear Mr Swinbourn,
RE: PETITION No. ,. 34 - SOUTHERN SECriON OF THE BUNBURY OUTER RING ROAD

Please find the following submission with regards to the above petition that was tabled by Hon
Diane Evers MLC in the Legislative Council on November 20,2019. It is also rioted that this matter
was also the same subject matter as previous petition n0.093.

The Gelorup Corridor proposal is extremely contentious as it is the highest impact option on matters
of National Environmental Significance such as Critical Iy Endangered flora, fauna and native

vegetation. It also has the highest impact on social surroundings with many homes up for
compulsory requisition and/or demolition.
Main Roads WA Environmental Impact Assessment Report in 201.2 states that there are

approximately 565 trees identified as potential Black Cockatoo breeding trees for the southern
section in 2012 and only up to 192 trees were identified through aerial photography for Subsidiary
Infrastructure. While Main Roads Environmental Impact Assessment in 201.9 states that only 443
trees are suitable. The discrepancy in numbers of trees in these reports, along with very low tree
numbers recorded led Citizens to do their own tree count on the reserve using the correct criteria.
A Citizen's tree count on the Gelorup Corridor has revealed a staggering 5,000 trees so far are
proposed for the Bunbury Outer Ring Road bulldozers. To date Citizens have only counted 2km of
the Gelorup corridor starting from the Bussell Highway. Beyond that is a creek and heavily wooded
area on the corridor, so numbers will escalate much further.

This startling figure demonstrates extremely high impacts to nesting hollows, to Critical Iy
Endangered Ringtail Possums, to CriticalIy Endangered Tuart trees and Endangered Banksia
Woodlands. It will be a devastating loss if allowed to proceed.
Trees have the technology we need to combat climate change. They absorb and store carbon

dioxide. When trees are cleared that stored carbon is released into the atmosphere. We simply can't
afford clearing on this scale in a biodiversity hotspot at a time of climate crisis and species extinction.
One million species around the globe are currently at risk of going extinct and Australia leads with
the highest extinction rate.

We also know that South West rainfall has dropped significantly and this is linked to land clearing in
recent years, researchers from the Centre for Water Research at the University of Western Australia

say there's evidence that land clearing has caused rainfall decline here in South West WA. In the
1960's to 1980's, 50% of our local forests were cleared and there's evidence this caused a 16%
reduction in our rainfall locally.

These experts say we need to re-vegetate to increase rainfall, but the return of that rainfall would be
in approximately 20-30 years - time, so we must make good long-term planning and infrastructure
decisions now.

At a recent CRG meeting the question was put to the BORR team; Of all of these trees that are

planned to be bulldozed what will they be replaced with? The answer given by the BORR team was
Tube Stock, the smallest of seedlings.

Given the above; this is totally shameful, when a forest of trees containing old growth which date
back hundreds of years are planned to be demolished to replace by small tube stock.
The amount of damage this would cause to the environment is totally incomprehensible and
unacceptable.

The Plan through Gelorup many are saying is very different to what was first proposed, before the
Community was put in place. The creation of a community should have been a trigger for a change
of process, as has happened on the northern BORR with the community of Wariju, which will now be

bypassed. A change of process has never happened on the southern BORR and is now presenting as
a major conflict of land use.

The BORR team told us on many occasions there would be no further land resumptions in Geloru .

With the exception of a Post meeting note that said: "Additional land may be required at the corner
of Woods Road and Yalinda Drive to accommodate the local crossing "

BORR team members were advised of the Giant Tuart in August 2018 on a community walk throu h
the Corridor. BORR team minutes confirm they had advice that the Tuart had Herita e listin in

December 2018. They continued to tell the Community there would be no further land resumptions
right up to the June 4 announcement by the Transport Minister Rita Saffioti. Within an hour of the

announcement the BORR team were phoning residents to schedule meetings for land resumptions.
Gelorup has a declaration both in the 90's and currently as being 97% opposed to the Bunbu Outer
Ring Road running through the Community. Although It is a very complex issue, it is just plain wron
to put this proposal through the middle of Gelorup.
The route through Gelorup is unacceptable to the Community.

The decision makers have been invited to Gelorup to view first- hand the situation, and so far
they have refused our invitations. That is why we have requested Premier Mark MCGowan to
intervene to seek and implement a viable alternative to Gelorup for the Southern section of the
Bunbury Outer Ring Road.

In providing this information, I hope you have a better understanding of the situation and wh so
many people are objecting to the proposal. On consideration of this we sincerely hope you will
support our request and recommend that an alternative is sought in the best interest of the
Environment and the Community of Gelorup.
Yours Truly

Barbara Stone
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December 13,2019

